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Why have Ratings? 

Ratings provide a way to understand and compare the skill levels of individual players. 
They are an overall assessment of a player’s capability across all elements of how 
pickleball is played. 

Ratings are helpful to assist players wanting to improve their play by developing 
specific skills and this connects with the work of coaches. 

Ratings may be used to determine a player’s skill level for tournament entry, club league 
play and recreational play where, for example, there are separate courts for different 
skill levels. 

 

Four Types of Ratings 

1. Self-Assessment of Skill Level. This is a framework to assist players to understand 
different skill levels and to assist in skill development. Self-assessment may be used in 
lower-level tournaments to determine entry into divisions of play. 

2. Pickleball SA or Club Assessment of Skill Level. Suitably qualified individuals (such 
as coaches) may assess players and determine ratings. These ratings may be required 
for entry to some tournaments. 

3. Performance-based Ratings. Actual game results are recorded, and skill ratings 
adjusted based on results. 

4. Tournament Ratings. As more official tournaments (sanctioned by Pickleball 
Australia) are held, entry divisions based on ratings are likely to be introduced. Some 
tournaments will use software to capture results and produce nationally recognised 
ratings. 

Pickleball Australia and Pickleball SA are progressively introducing ratings groups to 
tournaments, and this guide is part of a consistent approach in Australia to 
understanding and developing player skill levels. Some tournaments may group 
together skill ratings into wider bands such as Beginner (1.0 to 2.5), Intermediate (3.0 
to 3.5) and Advanced (4.0+). 

At this time in South Australia (May 2022), we are relying on players to self-assess their 
own ratings. 

Note that ratings and rankings are different. A rating is a player’s skill level compared 
with a benchmark of skills. A ranking is a player’s actual performance results within a 
specific group of players. 
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Know Your Rating: Self-Assessment 

This guide explains how a player can assess their own skills. 

The ratings system contains two digits on a scale between 1.0 and 5.0. The minimum is 
1.0 (low skilled player) and the maximum is 5.0 (high skilled player). The ratings 
operate in gradients of 0.5. 

The definition of each rating provided in the tables below may be used to self-rate 
players, especially where they have not played in a tournament or participated in 
performance-based club play. 

Players may assess their own capability and also ask playing partners, observers and 
coaches to provide feedback on their level of skill in each of the skill areas assessed. 

The ratings descriptions in this guide are adapted from the USA Pickleball Association, 
Pickleball Canada, and Pickleball Coaching International. 
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Rating 1.0 and 1.5 

 

New player with limited understanding of the game and rules. 

Forehand Limited experience in racquet sports means only short rallies with 
players of similar ability are possible. 

Learning all shot types. 
Backhand 

Serve 

Service Return 

Dink 

Volley / Overhead 

Drop Shot 

Overall Play and 
Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Mobility on the court may be 
limited. 

Shot selection. A beginner learning shot types. 

Rules and Scoring. Limited understanding. 
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Rating 2.0 

 

Beginning to learn the range of skills and how to produce the shots. 

Forehand Able to make most easy forehands. 

Backhand Able to make some easy backhands but with more errors than 
forehands. 

Serve Serve lands in about half the time but without placement. 

Service Return Returns serve in around half the time. 

Dink Yet to understand the dink shot. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Hits some volleys but is not approaching the net. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Not able to hit drop shots. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Limited movement and tends to 
remain near the baseline. 

Shot selection. Uses a limited range of shots. Sustains short rallies. 

Unforced errors. Errors are around 50% of shots or more. 

Rules and Scoring. Knows the basics of the rules and scoring. 

Teamwork in doubles. Yet to understand how to work together in 
doubles. 

Tournaments. Not a focus. 
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Rating 2.5 

 

Most skills are achieved by a player 50% of the time. 

Forehand Able to make easy forehands and a few more difficult shots. 

Backhand Able to make easy backhands but with more errors than forehands. 

Serve Serve mostly lands in but without placement. 

Service Return Return serves are mostly in but without direction. 

Dink Aware of dinks but has not yet developed this shot. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Able to approach the non-volley zone and hit some volleys. 

Makes regular non-volley zone foot faults. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Not able to hit drop shots. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Can sustain longer rallies but not at 
fast pace. May struggle to cover the entire court. 

Shot selection. Still developing control of shot decisions. 

Unforced errors. Unforced errors may be as high as 50%. Forced 
errors closer to 75%. 

Rules and Scoring. General understanding of the rules and mostly 
understands scoring. 

Teamwork in doubles. Communication and working together is 
limited. 

Tournaments. Yet to build up to tournaments. 
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Rating 3.0 

 

Most skills are achieved by a player 70% of the time. 

Forehand Able to hit a medium paced forehand with direction and consistency. 

Backhand Able to hit a medium paced backhand with direction and consistency. 

Favours forehands and makes more backhand errors. 

Serve Able to hit a medium paced serve. Lacks depth, direction, and 
consistency. 

Service Return Able to hit a medium paced service return. Lacks depth, direction, 
and consistency. 

Dink Not able to consistently sustain a dink rally. Not yet developed the 
ability to control this shot. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Able to hit a medium paced shot. Lacks direction and placement. Not 
often hit as winners. 

Makes some non-volley zone foot faults. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Able to hit a medium paced 3rd shot with some direction about half 
the time. 

Low success rate with drop shots at other times. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Is learning proper court 
positioning. 

Shot selection. Understands the fundamentals but execution is 
inconsistent. 

Unforced errors. Unforced errors may be as high as 25%. Forced 
errors closer to 50%. 

Rules and Scoring. Knows the fundamental rules and can keep score. 

Teamwork in doubles. Communication and working together with 
different style players is developing. 

Tournaments. Beginning to play in tournaments. 
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Rating 3.5 

 

Most skills are achieved by a player 80% of the time, and some skills up to 90%. 

Forehand Able to hit a medium-paced forehand with direction and consistency. 

Some control generating fast-paced shots. 

Less consistent returning fast-paced shots. 

Backhand Able to hit a medium-paced backhand with direction and consistency. 

Some control generating fast-paced shots. 

Some difficulty returning fast-paced shots. 

Serve Able to hit a medium paced serve with depth, direction and 
consistency. 

Service Return Able to hit a medium paced service return with depth, direction, and 
consistency. 

Dink Able to consistently sustain a dink rally with control. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Able to hit a medium-paced volley with direction and consistency. 

Can play aggressively at the non-volley zone. 

Avoids non-volley zone foot faults. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Able to hit a medium paced 3rd shot with direction.  

Able to reset consistently mid-rally with a drop shot. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Understands court positioning in a 
variety of situations. Has good mobility and hand-eye coordination. 

Shot selection. Shot variety is strong but weaker when under 
pressure. Anticipates opponent’s shots. 

Unforced errors. Unforced errors may be as high as 10-15%. Forced 
errors closer to 30%. 

Rules and Scoring. Understands all rules and scoring. 

Teamwork in doubles. Beginning to introduce more advanced 
strategies in doubles play. 

Tournaments. Competing in tournaments with good performance. 
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Rating 4.0 

 

Most skills are achieved by a player 90% of the time, and some skills up to 95%. 

Forehand Able to hit a variety of medium-paced and fast-paced forehands with 
direction and consistency. 

Good consistency returning fast-paced shots. 

Selects topspin and backspin with a good level of success. 

Backhand Able to hit a medium-paced backhand with direction and consistency, 
but less consistency with fast-paced backhands. 

Some inconsistency returning fast-paced shots. 

Selects topspin and backspin with a good level of success. 

Serve Able to hit a variety of service pace, including fast-paced, with depth 
direction and consistency. 

Sometimes forces errors when serving. 

Service Return Returns serve deeply and consistently achieves a net position. 

Dink Able to consistently sustain a dink rally with control. 

Able to create opponent errors in dink rallies. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Able to hit a medium-paced volley with direction and consistency. 

Aggressive play with high percentage of winners from put-away 
shots. Less consistency in volley exchanges at non-volley zone. 

Some consistency leaving out balls. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Able to hit a variety of drop shots with good consistency. 

Able to reset consistently mid-rally with a drop shot. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Understands court positioning in a 
variety of situations. Has good mobility and hand-eye coordination. 

Shot selection. Shot variety and selection is strong with relatively few 
weaknesses. Anticipates opponent’s shots. Looks for gaps to place 
shots. May lose rallies due to impatience. 

Unforced errors. Unforced errors may be as high as 10%. Forced 
errors closer to 20%. 

Rules and Scoring. Understands all rules and scoring. 

Teamwork in doubles. Applies some advanced strategies in doubles 
play. 

Tournaments. Competing in tournaments with good performance. 
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Rating 4.5 

 

Almost all skills are achieved by a player 90-95% of the time. 

Forehand Hits various paced forehands with direction and spin. 

Returns all pace shots comfortably. 

Backhand Hits various paced backhands with direction and spin. 

Returns all pace shots comfortably. 

Serve Consistently hits a variety of service placement, spin and pace. Forces 
errors when serving. 

Sometimes forces errors when serving. 

Service Return Returns serve deeply and establishes strong net position. 

Dink Sustains dink rallies and uses shot selection to consistently create 
opponent errors. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Consistently uses volleys and overheads to create forced errors and 
finish points. 

Can block and return some hard volleys. Good at leaving out balls and 
some calling for partner. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Hits a variety of drop shots with high consistency.  

Resets rallies with drop shots to reclaim net position. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Good court positioning in all 
situations. Able to return difficult shot placements such as wide, 
short and at feet. Able to adjust game style to account for opponent’s 
strengths/weaknesses. 

Shot selection. High level of shot placement and spin. Defensive play 
to reset or maintain rallies is high quality. Able to change from soft 
shot to hard shot strategies. Demonstrates good patience to create 
put-away shots and structures points to achieve this. Consistently 
takes advantage of gaps on the court. 

Unforced errors. Unforced errors are below 5%. Forced errors are 
below 10%. 

Rules and Scoring. Understands all rules and scoring. 

Teamwork in doubles. Uses advanced strategies in doubles play to 
create advantage. Able to use stacking with some positive effects. 

Tournaments. Regular good performer in tournaments. 
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Rating 5.0 

 

Almost all skills are achieved by a player 95-100% of the time. 

Forehand Able to hit a variety of medium-paced and fast-paced forehands with 
direction and consistency. 

Good consistency returning fast-paced shots. 

Selects topspin and backspin with a good level of success. 

Backhand Able to hit medium-paced backhand with direction and consistency, 
but slightly less consistency with fast-paced backhands. 

Some inconsistency returning fast-paced shots. 

Selects topspin and backspin with a high level of success. 

Serve Able to hit a variety of service pace, including fast-paced, with depth 
direction and consistency. Able to apply spin serves with some 
advantage. 

Forces errors when serving. 

Service Return Able to hit a medium paced service return with depth, direction, and 
consistency. 

Dink Takes control of dink rallies to create rally winning opportunities. 

Volley and 
Overhead 

Uses volleys and overheads to finish points or create forced errors. 
Comfortably blocks and returns hard volleys. Excellent at leaving out 
balls and calling for partner. 

Drop Shot   
(3rd Shot Drop 
and others) 

Drop shots used to out-position opponents, create net rallies, and 
resets rallies with drop shots to reclaim net position. 

Overall Play 
and Strategy 

Movement and court positioning. Exceptional court positioning. 
Adjusts game style to take advantage of opponent’s 
strengths/weaknesses. Very high level of athletic ability. 

Shot selection. Mastered all shot types. Excellent shot anticipation. 
Easily changes from soft shot to hard shot strategies. Returns most 
difficult shots and forces errors. Patient rally structuring to create 
advantage. 

Unforced errors. All errors are below 5%. 

Rules and Scoring. Understands all rules and scoring. 

Teamwork in doubles. Uses advanced strategies in doubles play to 
create advantage. Calm in stressful playing situations. Uses stacking 
and other team play to create advantage. 

Tournaments. Achieves high placement in tournaments. 
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For further information in South Australia contact PSA committee members: 

 

Andrew Reilly: chairman@pickleballsouthaustralia.org.au or 0400 101 329 

 

mailto:charirman@pickleballsouthaustralia.org.au

